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Spread Eagle II

Contact Info

Name: masteradmin

Company

Name:

Administrator (creador de este

portal)

Country: Puerto Rico

Phone:

Listing details

General

Name: Spread Eagle II

Phone: (888) 523-4511

Address: Villa Marina Yacht

Harbour, Dock J

Town: Fajardo

ZIP code: 00738

Description: SPREAD EAGLE II is a

1997 SeaRunner

Catamaran. She was

custom designed and built

especially for us,

incorporating features that

will make your day on the

water an experience to

remember.

SPREAD EAGLE II has a

stairway that lowers at the

front of the boat for easy

access while at the island

and reef. We also offer a

fresh water deck shower

for those that want to

rinse off the salt.

We have both sun and

shade decks and a real

bathroom / changing

room. Our twin outboard

engines are the most quiet

and environmentally
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friendly available.

The boat is U.S. Coast

Guard certified to carry

49 passengers and is the

roomiest of all the

catamarans operating in

the area. Our seating is set

up to accommodate large

or small groups.

Our Snorkeling

Equipment

Our masks are

state-of-the-art

professional quality

silicone, not rubber or

plastic. We use only soft

rubber full-pocket fins for

added comfort. And we

are proud that we are the

only boat to give every

passenger a BRAND

NEW PERSONAL

SNORKEL to use at the

reef and take home with

them at the end of the

day.

The Crew

Lucho - Operations

Manager, idea man,

advisor, computer guru,

driver, chef, translator,

local red-tape untangler,

husband, father, Mr.

Mom, dive master, First

Aid and CPR instructor,

connoisseur of fine wines

and fine dining, dog

breeder, likes foreign

films, music and covering

the phones nights and

weekends.
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lucho@snorkelpr.com

Bob - Owner, Captain,

father, grandfather,

retailer, SCUBA diver,

likes Oldies, classical and

country music, his dog,

gardening, motorcycling,

playing with his Jeep and

sailing in the British

Virgin Islands.

bob@snorkelpr.com

Jon - Captain. Likes

surfing and kite surfing

Liza - Reservations

liza@snorkelpr.com

Orlando - Captain and

Master of the Vessel,

Ultra-light builder and

pilot, commercial pilot,

likes flying, cooking, his

Corvette, music and his

parrots.

William – First mate,

Captain

Marisela, Andrea and

Julie - Hostess

Website: www.snorkelpr.com
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